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1. 1. Introduction
This report stands as part of the evidence base for the future development
proposals for High Wycombe town centre, as set out in section 5.1 of the
Delivery and Site Allocations Development Plan Document.1 This report
summarises the outcomes of the traffic modelling work undertaken to assess
the feasibility and impact of making changes to the High Wycombe town
centre road network as part of the implementation of the High Wycombe town
centre masterplan. An additional report has been produced by consultants
Halcrow setting out the detailed technical aspects of this work.2
High Wycombe Town Centre Masterplan
The LTP2 vision for High Wycombe includes a statement that:
“High Wycombe town centre is at the heart of this vision and has a
central role as part of a strong and vibrant economy that is
attractive, people-friendly and accessible to everyone.
This not only requires an innovative vision for the town centre,
described by the masterplan, but also a clear transport strategy to
support such major improvements.”
The masterplan is represented in the LTP in Figure V8a, reproduced on the
next page of this note. The aims of the masterplan were to eliminate or
reduce the severance effect of major roads and traffic on the town centre, to
allow for substantial enhancement of the public realm and, in the longer term,
to enhance redevelopment opportunities and open up the River Wye.
Peter Brett Associates (PBA) was employed to work up the masterplan
proposals to an extent which made it possible to assess their impact through
transport modelling. Initial modelling suggested that implementation of the
proposals would give rise to substantial additional costs for traffic movement
in the form of increased travel time and distance, with the most obvious
manifestations of these changes being seen in the form of increased queuing
and delays and the use of unsuitable routes to avoid the town centre area.
This meant that confident assertions about the feasibility and deliverability of
the masterplan could not be made in the LDF Core Strategy. The Inspector
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examining the Core Strategy did not consider that the deliverability of the
concept was well enough established, and deleted the Policy that included it.
It was decided that further work was required to allow the masterplan to be
resubmitted as part of the LDF Site Allocations document, and an updated
masterplan was agreed between BCC and WDC and reflected in drawings
produced by PBA for the document ‘High Wycombe Development Framework
Town Centre Plans – Transport Infrastructure Proposals’. The full updated
masterplan is represented in PBA drawing 14737/001/037 (see Appendix 1).
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A number of options for management of the revised network were identified,
several of them being significant enough to warrant explicit modelling of their
impacts. It was also felt that work was needed to identify which elements of
the masterplan package were having the most severe adverse impacts on
traffic movement, so that if necessary a scaled-down version of the package
could be identified. This note summarises the outcomes of this modelling
work.
2. 2026 Core Strategy Base Network
A 2026 base network was established to act as a baseline for assessing the
impact of the town centre option changes.
Land use assumptions based on LDF development proposals for the Core
Strategy and any associated local network changes were incorporated. This
has resulted in a forecast 20% growth in demand compared with 2006.
Network changes within the town centre included those associated with the
Eden development, bus station and Bridge Street, Sainsbury’s proposals at
Dovecot and railway station proposed changes (as of February 2009).
This network also included changes to the Hughenden area. Options have
already been investigated with regards to Hughenden Road and the new
Compair link and potential associated vehicle movement arrangements.
These are reported in the Hughenden Area Modelling Note (August 2008).
This concluded that vehicle movements should not be restricted on either
route. This does not create the hoped-for opportunities for bus priority along
this corridor, but since buses could not be isolated from the additional
congestion elsewhere that the definition of separate bus and general traffic
corridors would have created, they would not have obtained an overall
advantage. This particular set of judgements would hold regardless of
choices made in other parts of the master plan work, so there was no need to
revisit them.
3. Methodology
In order to assess the impacts of the town centre changes a phased approach
was taken, with options proposed for the component sections: western,
eastern and A40/A404 ring junction. These options were agreed between
BCC and WDC and reflected in drawings produced by Peter Brett Associates.
Four options were put forward for the western section giving choices for
Archway, Bridge Street and Abbey Way (elevated section). The ring junction
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and everything east of it was, at this stage, assumed to be as in the Core
Strategy Base Network.
Four options were put forward for the eastern section assessing
configurations for the eastern end of Easton Street (the triangle linking it to
London Road and Abbey Way) and for the Queen Victoria Road junction with
Easton Street. In all of these options Queen Victoria Road and Easton Street
were assumed to be two-way. The ring junction and everything west of it was
assumed to be as in the Core Strategy Base Network.
Once these two sections had been assessed independently, one option from
each was taken forward and combined at the ring junction. Two main options
for the ring junction were assessed. In both, the western section of the ring
junction (between Queen Alexandra Road and the elevated section of Abbey
Way) was removed. Lily’s Walk remained available for access to the Eden
car park and servicing facilities and to BNU, and part of the northern leg of the
ring junction remained connected to Queen Victoria Road (at a left-in left-out
priority junction) for access to the Swan car park and other premises in that
area. The length of Abbey Way between these two stubs remained open as
an eastbound bus route only and for access to the fire station.
In one of the options the junctions between Abbey Way and Marlow Hill and
Abbey Way and Queen Alexandra Road were converted to traffic signals, and
in the other option they were left as roundabouts but in an enhanced form
reflecting their increased importance as the main east-west connection. A
sub-option of the signalised version was tested in which the route between
Lily’s Walk and Queen Victoria Road along the northern leg of the ring
junction was left open to general traffic as a secondary two-way route.
4. Western Section Options
These options (shown in Appendix 2) included:
• W1 (based on PBA option 1 (PBA Drawing 14737/001/045)) includes the
closure of Abbey Way and Archway with the provision of the Gas Works
Link (PBA Drawing 14737/001/31), Westbourne Street Link (connecting
Westbourne Street to West Wycombe Road), a gyratory between
Morrisons and Dovecot, an improved Bellfield Road and a bus only
southbound link on Bridge Street, northbound only for all other vehicles.
•

W1a (based on PBA option 1) maintains Abbey Way (signal control at the
junction with Oxford Road), with the closure of Archway with the provision
of the Gas Works Link, Westbourne Street Link, a gyratory between
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Morrisons and Dovecot, an improved Bellfield Road and a bus only
southbound link on Bridge Street, northbound only for all other vehicles.
•

W2a (based on PBA option 2a (PBA Drawing 14737/001/046)) has
Archway as a single carriageway with the closure of Abbey Way with the
provision of the Gas Works Link, Westbourne Street Link, a gyratory
between Morrisons and Dovecot, an improved Bellfield Road and two-way
traffic on Bridge Street.

•

W2b (based on PBA option 2b (PBA Drawing 14737/001/047)) has
Archway as a single carriageway with the closure of Abbey Way with the
provision of the Gas Works Link, Westbourne Street Link, a gyratory
between Morrisons and Dovecot, an improved Bellfield Road, two-way
traffic on Bridge Street but with limited movements at the Oxford Road/
Bridge Street junction.

The summary results of option W1 showed that the closure of both Abbey
Way and Archway increased travel time (in particular queuing time) on the
network. Option W1a relieves some of this. There is increased pressure on
the Bellfield Road / Oxford Road junction, doubling both average delay and
queuing time at the junction in both W1 and W1a due to Archway closure.
Keeping Abbey Way open relieves some of the pressure on the Gasworks
link, but in doing so it loses a high proportion of the benefit sought from the
masterplan.
Traffic on Abbey Way is forecast to increase by 4% in both directions between
2006 and 2026 base option A. The Gasworks link in option W2A is forecast to
be carrying a flow equivalent to Abbey Way flows in the 2006 base. The link is
designed to deal with this flow and the modelling indicates that there is not a
problem with blocking back for the right hand turn into Lily’s Walk to access
the Eden car park.
The Desborough Avenue junction with West Wycombe Road experiences a
small increase in vehicles southbound in all options compared to the 2026
base as eastbound traffic will use this route to access Desborough Road and
the Gasworks link. This route is more heavily trafficked than Suffield Road,
which has a decrease in traffic eastbound, due to the give-way onto the
Gasworks link.
Bridge Street currently has a two-way flow of around 2,800 vehicles per day.
This is forecast to increase to 5,300 in the 2026 base. In options W1 and
W1a where other vehicles are allowed northbound only, the flow is forecast to
be 4,200 (Abbey Way closed) and 3,600 (Abbey Way open). The limited
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movement at Oxford Road/ Bellfield Road in option W2b means that the
northbound traffic flow on Bridge Street is lower than in all other options. In
option W2a it is forecast to be 5,900. A short length of widening is needed on
the eastbound exit on Desborough Road (between Bridge Street and Mendy
Street) to allow traffic to clear across the junction.
The Westbourne Street link is required to relieve some of the pressures on
Desborough Avenue and Bridge Street. It carries 5,000 to 6,000 two-way
vehicle movements, which would otherwise be carried between the two
alternative roads. Two lanes have been assumed to be required at the
southbound exit of Westbourne Street at the junction with Desborough Road
and two lanes at the northbound exit onto West Wycombe Road. Further
work will be required to assess the level of need for widening to two lanes at
the south end, where demolition would be required to achieve it.
In 2006 Archway takes around 11,900 vehicles on dual carriageway, with a
42% increase in 2026. Option W2a forecasts a flow of 4,900 on single
carriageway. This level of traffic will not significantly impede pedestrian
access across this road. There is a pedestrian crossing at the junction with
Oxford Road and an additional road level crossing is envisaged to replace the
subway.
The summary statistics showed that option W2a performed better overall than
the other options. The assessment of flows and queues around the area of
change does not contradict this view, and it makes adequate provision for
pedestrians. As a result option W2a is the preferred option taken forward to
the combined testing stage.
5. Eastern Section Options
These options (shown in Appendix 3) included:
•
E1 (based on PBA drawing 14737/001/049) which maintains Abbey
Way ring junction, with a pedestrian crossing replacing the subway
under Abbey Way east of the ring junction. Easton Street and Queen
Victoria Road are both two-way, No right hand turns allowed at High
Street/Crendon Street/Easton Street junction except Queen Victoria
Road to Easton Street. The A40/ Easton Street junction ‘triangle’
becomes two-way where Easton Street currently turns right onto Abbey
Way (north-south link).
•

E2 (based on PBA drawing 1473/001/052), as option E1, but with a
signalised bus gate on the north side of the ‘triangle’ for westbound
buses.
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•

E2 (No right turn) based on E2, but there is no right hand turn allowed
from Queen Victoria Road to Easton Street.

•

E3, which maintains Abbey Way ring junction, with a pedestrian
crossing replacing the subway under Abbey Way east of the ring
junction. Easton Street and Queen Victoria Road are both two-way, No
right hand turns are allowed at the High Street/Crendon Street/Easton
Street junction except Queen Victoria Road to Easton Street. The A40/
Easton Street ‘triangle’ is converted into a roundabout, with pedestrian
control on the Abbey Way link.

The changes to the network do not cause rerouting away from the eastern
areas of town; the impacts are localised.
There is very little difference between option E1 and E3, with E3 performing
slightly better in generalised cost terms. However this is not enough to
warrant the significant changes to the road layout required in converting the
eastern triangle to a roundabout.
E2 has a slight increase in congestion index and a more significant increase
in generalised cost terms. This is in part due to the introduction of another set
of signals, which will cause some delay, but also the resulting increase in
vehicles using Totteridge Avenue/ Totteridge Road to avoid this junction.
These impacts would outweigh the advantage gained for buses in providing
them with a westbound bus gate.
In option E1, Queen Victoria Road northbound has a significant increase in
traffic flow compared to other options. This is traffic heading for London Road
using the northern section of the ring junction and using Queen Victoria Road
to turn right onto Easton Street, rather than leave the ring junction at Abbey
Way / London Road. This is a result of the ring junction being fully open and
the addition of a pedestrian crossing at the Abbey Way exit making it a slightly
favourable routing option. This does not cause additional queues and delays,
and would not happen anyway once the full masterplan options are
assembled as the northern arm of the ring junction no longer performs the
same function.
In all the options the flow on Abbey Way between the ring junction and
London Road decreases as southbound movements on the A404 no longer
have to use it and vehicles can turn right into Easton Street at the eastern
end. Easton Street does not experience a higher two-way flow than the oneway flow in 2006 base.
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Option E1 is the preferred option taken forward to the combined testing stage.
6. Combined Options with A40 / A404 Ring Junction
These combined options included the western configuration W2a and eastern
configuration E1 (shown in Appendix 4):
• Option MP1 includes signals at Abbey Way/ Marlow Hill and Abbey Way /
Queen Victoria Road, staggered pedestrian crossings, widened Queen
Alexandra Road approach and Abbey Way approach, and an at-grade link
along Lily’s Walk and Abbey Way for eastbound buses only, with left in-left
out turns at the junction with Queen Victoria Road and give-way at the
junction with the Gasworks link.
•

Option MP1a has the same configuration as MP1 but the Lily’s Walk /
Abbey Way link allows two-way all-vehicle access.

•

Option MP2 maintains the Queen Victoria Road and Abbey Way
roundabouts, the Abbey Way / Marlow Hill roundabout is retained with
additional access from Queen Alexandra Road (which is widened to three
lanes) with a widened Abbey Way approach, and an at-grade Lily’s Walk/
Abbey Way link for eastbound buses only, with left in-left out at the
junction with Queen Victoria Road and give-way at the junction with the
Gasworks link. The existing zebra crossings on Marlow Hill and Queen
Alexandra Road are assumed to be retained.

An intermediate stage was introduced where the western section option C2a
only was tested with options for both roundabout and signal control on Abbey
Way. This was to assess whether any widening was required and the way
that pedestrian movements could be accommodated within both roundabouts
and signalised junctions. The western section was used in this test as this
had the most impact on the ring junction area.
Tests on the incorporation of pedestrian movements within the signal stages
showed that an all red phase resulted in vehicles on Queen Alexandra Road
blocking back past the college. This approach would need to be widened to
three lanes to accommodate some of this traffic. The overall summary
statistics were not significantly improved by incorporating pedestrian
movements within the stages, but there was also some improvement in
queues and delays. This is why MP1 and MP1a have staggered pedestrian
crossings.
The overall level of delays could be reduced by widening all approaches to
allow more traffic to get through these signalised junctions.
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MP2 requires some widening of Queen Alexandra Road in order to reduce the
queues and delays and improve general traffic flow around this junction.
However, this does not improve enough to encourage more traffic to use this
junction and in doing so increase the flows along Bridge Street and the
Gasworks link.
Option MP1a with Lily’s Walk as a through route would have around 10,300
eastbound and 1,900 westbound 12-hour vehicle movements. This would
interfere with pedestrian movement and doesn’t give any overall benefit.
Although there was initially a presumption that junctions in the chosen option
would be signalised in order to provide more control over traffic movement
and to allow pedestrian facilities to be integrated into the junctions, the huge
increase in the level of delays in option MP1 compared to those in option MP2
provides a compelling argument for the retention of roundabouts on Abbey
Way as in option MP2.
7. Conclusions
Earlier testing of the masterplan proposals gave rise to serious concern that it
would be difficult to justify the level of disbenefit to the movement of motor
traffic in relation to the gains for pedestrian movement and the public realm.
However, the most recent model tests indicate that a large proportion of that
disbenefit relates to the signalisation of the remaining part of the ring junction.
If the masterplan is modified by replacing the Abbey Way traffic signals with
roundabouts, the overall level of additional delay for the package as a whole
is cut by over 60%. This reduction in delay can be achieved without seriously
prejudicing the level of provision for pedestrians in the immediate vicinity of
these junctions, so this modification is strongly recommended.
The highway network that reflects this is option MP2 and that is being put
forward as the basis for the proposed changes to the town centre network.
This is illustrated in PBA drawing 14737/001/053.
The overall changes to the network performance for each of the tested
options are given in Table 1. Comparison of preferred Option MP2 against
2026 Core Strategy Base shows some worsening of all the listed network
measures. However, the overall level of disbenefit to motor traffic is not
considered serious enough to outweigh the benefits of the package to users
of the town centre achieved by removing or reducing traffic in parts of the
town centre.
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Table 1: Network Summary Statistics
The table provides a summary for the 12-hour period (0700-1900). These include the total travel time and distance spent within the
modelled periods as well as the free moving time. The difference between the total time and the free moving time provides the
amount of congestion. This is reflected in a congestion index which is taken as the ratio of the total time and the free moving time.
The tables also provide the network speed for the whole modelled area (which includes the rural area outside Wycombe) and a
generalised cost index (taken as total time + distance/100).

Scenario
2006 Base
2026 Core Strategy
Base (Option A)
Western Options
Option W1
Option W1a with Abbey
Way open
Option W2A
Option W2B
Eastern Options
Option E1
Option E2
Option E2 No RH
Option E3
Combined Options
Option MP1
Option MP1a
Option MP2

Free moving
Time
(veh-hr)
72,649

Speed/flow
Time
(veh-hr)
460

Queuing
Time
(veh-hr)
8,275

Total
Time
(veh-hr)
81,384

Distance

Speed

Queues Congestion
Index
(veh-km) (km/hr)
(veh)
5,757,058
70.7
30,197
1.12

GC
Index
(hrs)
138,955

88,193

807

18,166

107,166

6,964,852

65.0

81,057

1.22

176,815

88,689

798

18,929

108,416

6,975,530

64.3

80,454

1.22

178,172

88,478

795

18,837

108,110

6,970,016

64.5

80,056

1.22

177,811

88,615
88,713

785
792

18,074
18,733

107,474
108,238

6,972,830
6,975,339

64.9
64.4

76,601
81,335

1.21
1.22

177,203
177,992

88,292
88,632
88,600
88,294

810
835
836
802

18,583
19,645
19,528
18,558

107,686
109,111
108,963
107,655

6,966,936
6,980,555
6,978,931
6,967,287

64.7
64.0
64.0
64.7

84,286
89,475
89,494
84,077

1.22
1.23
1.23
1.22

177,355
178,917
178,752
177,328

89,988
89,643
88,951

959
925
836

21,804
21,073
19,494

112,751
111,641
109,280

7,022,007
7,008,877
6,984,953

62.3
62.8
63.9

96,657
93,383
89,409

1.25
1.25
1.23

182,971
181,730
179,130
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Appendix 1

Full Masterplan Drawing - PBA 14737/001/037
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Appendix 2
Western Section - Options W1 & W1a
PBA Drawing 14737/001/045

Includes
• Gyratory between Morrisons & Dovecot
• Improved Bellfield Road
• Westbourne Street link
• Gas Works link

Bridge Street northbound only for general traffic:
southbound buses only

Archway closed
Abbey Way:C1: Abbey Way closed
C1a: Abbey Way maintained – signalised junction
with Oxford Rd
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Western Section - Options W2a & W2b
PBA Drawing 14737/001/046
(PBA Drawing 14737/001/047 not shown)

Includes
• Gyratory between Morrisons & Dovecot
• Improved Bellfield Road
• Westbourne Street link
• Gas Works link
• Two-way movement for all vehicles on Bridge Street
• Abbey Way closed
• Single carriageway Archway

Oxford Road junction with Bellfield Road:C2a: no turning restrictions
C2b: No right turn from Oxford Rd east into Bellfield
Rd
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Appendix 3

Eastern Section

A40 / Easton St triangle –
•Two-way on north-south link
•Pedestrian crossing on Abbey Way link

Includes
•Pedestrian crossing replacing subway on Abbey Way east
•Easton Street & Queen Victoria Road 2-way

Option E1: as below

•High St/ Easton St junction - no right turns allowed except

Option E2: signalised bus gate on north side for
westbound buses

Queen Victoria Rd to Easton St
Sensitivity test on E2 with no right turns allowed

Option E3: roundabout

PBA Drawing 14737/001/049
(PBA Drawing 14737/001/052
not shown)
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Appendix 4

Combined Options W2a & E1 with A40 / A404 Ring Junction

Option MP1: as Masterplan drawing
• Staggered pedestrian crossings
• At-grade Lily’s Walk/Abbey Way link for eastbound buses
Option MP1a: as MP1 with Lily’s Walk/Abbey Way two-way all-vehicle access
Option MP2: Queen Victoria Road, Abbey Way roundabouts maintained
• Abbey Way/Marlow Hill roundabout, additional access from Queen Alexandra Road
• Existing zebras on Marlow Hill & Queen Alexandra Road
• At-grade Lily’s Walk/Abbey Way link for eastbound buses
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